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The past is prologue for OttawaTech

Tool to test
your tax bill

By Tony Patterson

By Karen Secord

A

“I

f things are so down,” Denny
Doyle’s calling from Kanata,
“how come there’s no place to
park.” He’s been circling the towers of
Leggett Drive near the Brookstreet Hotel.
This
month
his
company,
Doyletech, publishes the cause of
all that congestion in the most recent
update of his unique, much admired
and much copied family tree of locallygenerated technology companies. The
original pre-1995 poster had a total of
127 boxes showing the genesis and
evolution of companies in what was
then becoming Silicon Valley North.
About half were spinoffs from Nortel,
the rest from government labs. I get
eyestrain trying to count the number
of boxes in this eighth edition, but it’s
closer to two thousand than one.
Mr. Doyle is particularly drawn
to parking. Since leaving Digital
Equipment Canada, having built
it beside Nortel and Mitel into one
of the founding engines of Silicon
Valley North, he invests in technology
ventures. He has a unique way to take
the measure of any company he puts
money into. He counts the cars in its
parking lot at seven in the morning
and again at seven at night.
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The Doyletech family tree reinforces
what we already know. There are
more people working in the high tech
sector here than ever before. There are
more companies. There is much more
diversity. No longer are all of our eggs
in the telecom basket. There is a lot to
shout about.
By all measures other than the feverish
few years at the turn of the millennium,
Ottawa’s tech sector is thriving. As Mr.
Doyle says, “Sure, we don’t have as
many big companies. But we have a lot
of excellent small companies. The trick
will be to grow them into real companies
rather than branch plants. What the tree
indicates is that our technology engine is
working but our financing engine leaves
a lot to be desired …”
Jeffrey Dale, CEO of the Ottawa
Centre for Research and Innovation
(OCRI) is sure of it. He points the recent acquisitions that are extending the
See page 7
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Cognos-Applix, Corel-Intervideo,
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Zarlink-Legerity; the recent IPOs: Doyletech’s research, almost 7%
Corel, Enablence, DragonWave; the above the previous peak reached in
job growth at Nortel, RIM and Dell. 2000, before the fallback, and adDell has put a thousand support cen- vances continue this year. OCRI notes
tre jobs here in the past few years and but it’s too infrequently remembered
promises another
that Ottawa’s popthousand
soon.
is salted by
I’m not saying we have ulation
Alright, these are
the nation’s highMcTech jobs but the world beat in these est percentage of
they remain a way
grads
areas. But we have our university
in for many, a way
and the highest
back for some and oars in the water. And concentration of
a paycheque for
in North
the fact is we can row PhDs
anyone who really
America, tied with
with the best of them. Boston.
needs one.
Of the companies
I’ve been writMr. Dale mentions, DragonWave is on ing about technology in Canada for
the Deloitte list of the 50 fastest grow- more than forty years and I’ve been
ing Canadian technology firms. There working in the field for more than
are two others on the list. There are five twenty. I think these present days are
local companies on a similar list from just a lull before the tsunami. We’re
Deloitte of the fastest-growing wireless on the verge of the most spectacular
companies in North America.
technology boom the world has ever
Last year high tech employment known.
rebounded to 78,000, according to More, see The past is prologue, page 4
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Demonstrating strength and dynamics
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Custom Software Solutions

ssessYourAssessment.com (AYA)
is making it easier for homeowner’s to challenge incorrect property
assessments from the Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC).
AYA is an automated valuation system promoted by Property Tax Review
Services (PTRS) to get homeowners a
fairer deal on their property assessments
from MPAC, and therefore a better deal
on the property taxes billed by the municipality.
“Before this technology was made
available to homeowners it was quite
a manual process
to find supporting
evidence to back up
any claim of being Glenn Lucas
over-assessed.” says Glenn Lucas,
owner of PTRS, which has been specializing in residential and commercial
property tax reviews for 10 years.
AYA offers a quick and affordable solution using the latest in web based technology. It is the first consumer based
solution for determining if a property
has been unfairly assessed by MPAC.
AYA’s technology converts preparation of a re-consideration proposal to
MPAC — a process that was once long
and cumbersome — into something
done in minutes. The system checks
any home against similar properties and
compares the MPAC valuations to determine a proper relative assessment.
If the system finds an owner has been
over-assessed it can prepare all the official documents and background research
to be sent to MPAC, automatically and
checked by a tax professional.
“We are so confident in the technology behind AYA that we offer a moneyback guarantee,” says Glenn, “If using
the system doesn’t result in a reduced
assessment value we will give you back
your money.”
Property assessments are a confusing
fact of life for property owners. MPAC
assesses more than 4.4 million properties
across Ontario every year. Its property
assessment notices have been the basis of
municipal tax bills in the province since
1998. MPAC’s main responsibility is to
calculate assessed values and classify properties according to their use. Municipalities
and school boards then use these values to
calculate property and education taxes.
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The big dollar presents
big sales opportunities
In order to take advantage of the
situation, some Canadian companies
will have to learn how to do
proper sales and support from scratch.
One thing they will
have to do is develDENZIL DOYLE
op a forecasting culture in which bookings (i.e.
orders received) forecasts are submitted monthly and apply to a four-quarome years ago, I attended a lun- ter period. These bookings forecasts
cheon here in Ottawa at which should then be translated into revenue
Ralph Klein, the then-premier forecasts and ultimately into cash flow
of Alberta, was the guest speaker. forecasts. It sounds simple enough but
Seated with us at the head table was very few Canadian high tech compaa university student who was studying nies do it properly – mainly because
political science with a view to becom- they can’t get meaningful bookings
ing a politician. The main course was forecasts from their agents or distribuchicken. Ralph asked him how he liked tors.
The development of a strong foreit, to which he nervously replied: “Just
fine, sir”. Klein said, “You’d better get casting culture will require new management processes
used to it, kid.”
that are based on
I think of that inOne thing the
the management
terchange as I listen
to people commentsoaring loonie does of a sales organization’s forecasting on the strength
is allow Canadian
ing performance
of the Canadian
and not just on
dollar. Like it or
tech companies
its ability to book
not, we had better
to put in place
orders or generget used to it.
ate sales call reThose who like
proper sales and
ports. It may seem
the strong dollar inservice organizations like a lot of extra
clude snowbirds who
work, especially
spend their winters
in the U.S.
for small comin Florida or Arizona
panies, but many
and those who don’t
like it include Canadian manufacturers well-managed companies put a lot of
effort into it, knowing that it will
whose markets are mainly in the U.S.
There are a lot of arguments being pay huge dividends in terms of asset
put forward on both sides of the issue. management.
There are other aspects of manageOne of the silliest is that a strong dollar will allow Canadian manufactur- ment that will be impacted by the
ers to improve their productivity by strong dollar. For example, hardware
purchasing more modern production intensive companies will find it less
machinery. Our productivity has very costly to carry raw materials and softlittle to do with obsolete equipment and ware intensive companies will find
a great deal to do with our branch plant they have lost their competitive adeconomy. I have discussed that topic on vantage over foreign code writers.
many occasions in this space and I will Whatever the issues, we had better get
used to them, because they are likely
not re-visit it here.
What I will address is the opportu- to be around for a long time.
nity it presents to Canadian companies
Guru in one guise, angel in another,
to put in place proper sales and service
organizations in the U.S. For the past Denzil Doyle is a member of the Order
fifteen or twenty years emerging Cana- of Canada, a professional engineer,
dian companies simply could not afford former CEO of Digital Equipment
to put their own “feet on the street” in Corp. in Canada, company director,
the U.S. and had to rely on agents, mentor, consultant, investor and author
distributors and third party support or- of the best-selling ‘Making Technolganizations to get the job done. While ogy Happen’. He can be reached at
such an approach can be made to work ddoyle@doyletechcorp.com
in some industries, it has its limitations
in the high-tech industry, particularly
in the area of customer feedback that
NATIONAL CAPITAL SCAN
can be so critical in developing product
IS PRINTED ON
migration strategies.
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD

Delivering power

Plasco Energy Group Inc. begins
supplying Hydro Ottawa with electricity from its demonstration wasteconversion plant on Trail Road. “This
is a very important milestone in bringing the PlascoEnergy facility into full
operation,” says CEO Rod Bryden. “It
demonstrates PlascoEnergy’s unique
ability to convert waste into gas that
runs internal combustion engines.”
The plasma gasification technology
company will be running at near full
capacity when it brings each of its five
engines into operation. PlascoEnergy’s
technology uses common household
waste to produce clean fuel used to
generate electricity. The process also
produces an inert material byproduct
which can be used to make concrete
and asphalt. The company says that
plasma gasification could potentially
process almost all of Ottawa’s yearly
200,000 tonnes of solid waste, creating
enough clean electricity to light nearly
25,000 homes.

Kanata centre opens

W

hiteboard and related accessories maker Smart Technologies
cuts the ribbon on its new 260,000 square-foot facility at 501
Palladium Drive in Kanata. The company’s largest assembly and
warehousing centre for global products is now fully operational and at opening celebrations politicians, customers, suppliers and the media were treated
to a tour of the production floor to see the state-of-the-art assembly operation.
Over the last two decades, Calgary-based Smart has steadily expanded its
Kanata operations, the company’s largest assembly and distribution facility.
The Palladium Drive building brings together operations that until now were
spread across three locations, and includes space to handle future growth. It
houses space for assembly, warehousing, research and development, administration and staff amenities.

Follow-on order
Moving to Valley

Body armour products maker Pacific
Safety Products Inc. is moving its
headquarters from Kelowna, B.C. to
a yet undetermined location in the
Ottawa region. The move will place
PSP’s corporate offices nearer to its
manufacturing facilities in Arnprior,
if not in the town itself. It will also
bring the company closer to its main
customers in central Canada, as well
as competitors in eastern Canada and
the US. “With the pending acquisition
of APS Inc., located in Halifax, the
establishment last year of a manufacturing facility in Dover, Tenn. and the
opening of a sales office in Jacksonville, Fla., the proximity of the corporate office to the other locations was
considered important to support the
growth strategy,” the company says.
PSP has maintained manufacturing
operations in Arnprior for the last 20
years. In September, the plant moved
to new, larger facilities in the town
and 50 staff were added, bringing the
company’s local workforce to 125
employees. PSP president and CEO,
Gerry Bush, says the company made
the decision to move to the Ottawa
Valley and expand manufacturing capabilities in the region when it became
clear that it could not find the skilled
workers it needed for its new defence
business in Kelowna. PSP manufactures and sells emergency medical
kits, rescue equipment and protectivewear for military, law enforcement and
emergency responders. The company
expects to be fully relocated within
six months.

Global’s sales and marketing manager.
Mitel’s channel partner members will be
mobilized in the company’s “assault on
electronic equipment pollution,” notifying
the Tampa, Fla., company when there is
equipment ready for pickup after a new
Mitel deployment. Global’s logistics team
will provide packing and shipping instructions to safely transport it to one of its
processing facilities, where the equipment
will be shredded, sorted and reused, thus
eliminating up to 100% of the E-scrap.
The resulting shredded commodities will
be sold in the commodities markets, and
ultimately re-used to make new products. Global owns and operates process
facilities in Tampa, Tucson, Reno, Aiken
County, SC and Shreveport, LA.

Allen-Vanguard Corp. gets a $25-million order for 573 additional electronic
counter-measures (ECM) systems and
ancillary equipment for Mine Resistant
Ambus Protected vehicles. The bomb
detection and removal equipment
maker did not disclose the name of the
repeat customer for security reasons.
“We are very pleased at the customer
confidence and continuing demand for
this ECM product,” says CEO David
Luxton. “With the growing installed
base, we have increased our commitment to this product line, including
significant enhancements to drive new
orders and to create opportunities to
upgrade units already in service.” Allen-Vanguard expects to fill the order
by the end of Q3, fiscal 2008.

More licencing deals

Ottawa-based Wi-LAN formalizes its
agreement to licence its technology
patents to Fujitsu Ltd. First announced
in July, the deal will see the electronics behemoth licence Wi-LAN’s entire
portfolio, heavy on wireless WiMax
patents, through its early licence program. Terms of the deal call for Fujitsu
to pay an unspecified cash sum for
the portfolio, as well as transferring
about 40 communications patents to
Wi-LAN. The patent licencing firm
has also signed a running royalty deal
with Taiwanese original equipment
manufacturer AmTRAN Technology
Co. Ltd. The LCD television shipper
has licenced Wi-LAN’s coveted Canadian and US patents covering V-chip

parental control technology, the only
parental controls solution approved by
the U.S. Federal Communications
Commission to be built into digital
TV receivers, set-top boxes, VCRs and
digital video recorders sold domestically. Wi-LAN has now signed 103
licence agreements for V-chip patents.

Funding goal topped

Optical modem components maker
Enablence Technologies Inc. exceeds
its expectations by $7.5 million in its
latest public offering. The company
had stated in mid-October that it intended to acquire up to $50 million
through the sale of 37,037,100 common shares priced at $1.35 each. But
Enablence’s second financing effort
in the last eight months reaped gross
proceeds of $57.5 million on roughly
42.6 million shares. Led by Paradigm
Capital Inc. and including Haywood
Securities Inc., Raymond James
Ltd. and Dundee Securities Corp.,
the round produced money for working capital and product development,
among other purposes. In March, Enablence raised gross proceeds of $15
million in a private placement.

Fighting “E-scrap”

Mitel engages electronic equipment recycler and processor Global Investment
Recovery to fully recycle phones and
hardware in selected areas where new
Mitel equipment is installed. “Global applauds Mitel for creating an innovative
program that ensures electronic material is properly recycled, recovering reusable commodities, not dumping them
into landfill sites,” says Lisa Collins,

the design of wireless networks from
the base tower to the customer, enjoyed 100% growth in its last quarter
compared to the same period a year
earlier. With year-over-year growth
of 20% expected next year and the
following, Mentum expects to hire
more local staff soon.

Numbers reflect buy
Solution for VA

Ottawa-based Titus Labs Inc. is licencing its message classification solution to the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. The federal agency will
use the software for labeling Email
on 250,000 VA personal computers,
improving electronic mail management and security. “The [U.S. DVA]
decision to classify their information
using message classification demonstrates VA’s strong commitment
to securing their Email with an easy
to use and full-featured classification tool for their users,” says Tim
Upton, president and CEO of Titus
Labs. The data classification software
company says its Titus Labs message
classification will raise awareness and
reduce risks of inadvertent disclosure
within the agency’s existing Email
infrastructure.

R&D centre launched

French firm Mentum opens a global
R&D centre in Gatineau. The wireless planning software company was
born last summer out of the merger
of Ericsson’s Planet EV division,
which was based in Gatineau, and
French company CTS International. “We located our main development centre in the Ottawa region
because of the local telecom talent
pool,” says Mentum CEO Philippe
Catherine. “We already have a
strong team and are looking to grow
our workforce over the coming year
as we deliver on our business plan.”
Based in Velizy, France, Mentum
employs about 50 of its 110 staff
locally. The newly branded Mentum
Planet product line, which aids in

Zarlink Semiconductor Inc.’s
recent acquisition of Texas-based
Legerity Holdings results in sales
rising by 30.2% to US$49.6 million
in the second quarter of FY’08, of
which almost half was two-month’s
worth of revenue from the Austin
voice technology company. But the
acquisition also saw Zarlink take
a loss of $15.9, or 13 cents per diluted share, as it continued to absorb the costs of the $75-million
buy. In the same period last year,
the company turned a $6.9-million
profit. Although revenue surpassed
the company’s earlier prediction of
$32 million to $34 million, the net
loss was also far greater than the
expected three cents a share.

Another reprieve

The Ottawa Talent Initiative receives an additional $20,000 from
Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities to remain
open until the end of December. The
OTI and its Action Centre in Kanata
had been funded by the province
through to Oct. 31, when it would
begin to shut down operations by the
end of December. “Nothing beyond
that,” says OTI executive director
Gary Davis. “It’s just a bit of a reprieve.” Still, Mr. Davis is working
to further extend the life of OTI and
hopes to meet with ministry representatives soon to discuss the future
of the high tech workers support
organization. OTI helps unemployed
tech workers find jobs by providing,
free of charge, such services as skillupdating, peer support, and résumé
and interview training. Funded by
the feds since 2004, OTI was thrown
a lifeline last January when the province stepped in with grant money
after the federal government pulled
its support.
More, see Nuggets, page 4
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The past is prologue for OttawaTech
I won’t try to define how it will
proceed. Osama bin Laden could
intervene and change priorities. It’s
happened before. But I’m quite sure
the future will be consumed by two
enormous challenges that intertwine.
The first is global warming and all of
the environmental and energy-related
consequences they have. The economic
immensities that flow from this
imperative boggle the mind. The second
is the need to improve human connection
and communication so that the global
collaboration necessary to meet the first
challenge becomes possible.
companies, on the balance sheet, by
It may also be driven by the desire securing the backing of a governmentto explore space, perhaps indeed by funded ‘foundation’. SDTC’s capital
the need to do so in order to provide an base was doubled in the last federal
escape route if we and our descendants budget to a billion dollars, which
falter in meeting those challenges.
makes it the biggest clean tech fund
Cleantech, communications and in the world. It’s all available for
space. Are these not areas where we Canadians with a better idea for
have expertise and initiative? Just cleaning or preventing pollution or for
this month a distinguished panel at a producing cleaner energy. At a time
Toronto cleantech conference, includ- when conventional venture capital has
ing the CEO of the largest cleantech dried to a trickle in Ottawa’s high tech
venture fund in the
sector, the SDTC
world, which hap- Sure, we don’t have as fund looks to be the
pens to be located
best bet in town. In
in Ottawa, picked many big companies. the five years since
the top ten cleanits founding it has
But we have a lot
tech companies in
completed
nine
of excellent small
Canada. Six of the
funding rounds and
ten are based here.
companies. The trick allocated a total of
PlascoEnergy,
$241 million to 109
will be to grow
which is turning
projects. Nine of
them into real
waste into fuel for
them are in Ottawa,
internal combustion
more than any other
companies rather
engines, is the poster
municipality in
than branch plants. the country (if you
project for Sustainable Development
don’t count satellite
Technology Canada (SDTC). CEO communities such as Mississauga and
Rod Bryden hasn’t had much trouble Markham as part of Toronto, which on
raising money for Plasco. He’s found its own has only two such projects).
$50 million in the past couple of years
Space business? Neptec is a prime
and built the firm from virtually ground contractor designing and building smart
level to a $300 million market cap. It’s sensor systems for NASA’s space proa sister company to Clearford, with an gram. The Shirley’s Bay campus of the
original and much improved wastewater Communications Research Centre
treatment system for municipalities. Io- has been home and support to developgen is here with its demo plant to cre- ment teams for the famed Alouette, the
ate ethanol from cellulose, though being first of which makes Canada the third
wooed by a US$80 million grant from country with a satellite in space and operthe U.S. government to locate its first ates for 10 years setting several space recommercial distillery in Idaho. Ensyn, cords, Hermes, Black Brant, ISIS, ANIK,
which holds patents on the core rapid MSAT, RADARSAT. They all owe debts
thermal processing technology, has its to CRC, which is still home to the Dalargest biomass refinery in Renfrew, vid Florida Lab of the Canadian Space
where it converts up to 200 green tons Agency (CSA).
of wood per day into natural resin prodFrom satellite antenna systems (Cucts, co-polymers, other chemicals, liq- COM, riding from success to success
uid fuel and green electricity. This is all through twelve consecutive profitable
of the essence of clean tech and it’s all quarters) to solutions that enhance the
reflective of what’s here. There are more reliability of information transmission
than 120 companies in the Ottawa region (International Datacasting, which has
that consider themselves primarily in the just closed a secondary offering around
environmental space, or have products $10 million), to space optics (ComDev
and services related to cleantech.
has begun work on a $39 million CSA
Cleantech is already making an contract to produce a fine guidance
impact where it counts most for most sensor that has been booked aboard the
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James Webb Space Telescope, touted as
the successor to Hubble), Ottawa has
scientific and marketing smarts that will
keep us in the space race.
Communications may have lost a
touch of lustre but there’s no gainsaying
that Nortel is still standing after
repeated blows and is still a power to be
reckoned with. It has hired a thousand
engineers in the past year, a quarter
of them here. If it reads the market
correctly, and it has done so more often
in the past than most of its competitors,
it will rise again and draw many along
with it. In the meantime, the hundreds
of entrepreneurial ventures spun out
of the millennial collapse are throwing
up more winners all the time. As social
intercourse continues to gain on the
other kind, companies such as Iotum,
Jaded Pixel, TalkSwitch, PIKA, and
Parliant in Almonte, are poised already
on Web2 and looking toward Web3.
All the while these are pursuing
their objectives, they will be protected
by enhanced defence and security
systems, and guess what? Ottawa

nuggets

is pretty advanced at designing,
producing and selling just such
systems, from the ones that recognize
you by your eyeball to the ones that
trap computer threats and the ones that
defuse bombs.
Did you hear the recent news that
Canada is the world’s sixth largest
exporter of weapons? (Defence
equipment, surely. I recall a meeting
with the DM of International Trade
when discussion turned to the
difference between an offensive and
a defensive weapon. The DM asserted
that weapons are defensive in Canada’s
view if they are stuck in place.
They are offensive when mounted
on a carriage.) It’s a hot market.
The biggest domestic customer, the
military, is here. Military aides from
other countries are here, in the various
embassies and high commissions. And
industry is here, big time. There are
more than 300 companies on OCRI’s
Security Cluster roster.
I’m not saying we have the world
beat in all these areas. But we have our

Profits miss call

Toronto firm bought

Black Coral Inc. acquires Torontobased SoftRisk Technologies Ltd.
for an undisclosed sum. The Ottawabased mapping software company says
it has bought most of SoftRisk’s assets,
including its key emergency management software, which is used to run
major events and handle emergencies
and disasters. “This acquisition positions Black Coral as the only company able to provide customers with
critical incident management software
that includes an integrated situational
awareness capability from a single
source complete with end-to-end service and support,” says Black Coral
CEO Douglas Duncan.

Corel Corp. records a heavier-thanexpected loss in Q3 and anticipates a
larger loss for the year than previously
thought. However the Ottawa-based
firm, which posts in US$, saw revenue
climb as expected to $60.4 million from
$41.3 million. The company took a
$6.8-million ($0.27 a share) hit due
in large part to a one-time tax charge
associated with its acquisition of InterVideo last December. Net income
for last year’s third quarter was $5.5
million ($0.22 cents a share). In July,
the company had forecast a quarterly
net loss of $500,000 or a gain of up to
$1 million, on revenue of between $60
million and $62 million. For the full
year, the company has revised revenue
estimates to between $244 million and
$248 million, down from its previous
forecast of $247 million to $253 million. Net loss is now pegged at $13.3
million ($0.51 cents a share) to $11.3

...from page 1
oars in the water. And the fact is we
can row with the best of them.
We have the experience and the
culture. Sure we were hard hit by the
meltdown, but we’re coming back.
For a few years Ottawa was a global
hot spot for technology. There aren’t
many cities in the world that have ever
achieved that. If you except Toronto,
which I’m always willing to do (with
permission since I’m one of the
minority born there), no other city in
Canada has even come close.
Moreover Ottawa is as entrepreneurial
as it gets, at least in this country. I don’t
believe that we’re depressed, oppressed,
suppressed or anything but pressed on by
the public servants we live among (and
they among us). It’s a government town.
How can a national capital be anything
else? But unless one hates government
on principle it’s hard to escape the fact
that science and technology writ large in
Canada is mainly funded by the federal
government. The fact that we’re in the
technology sector in this government
town, with its funding agencies, research
institutes and S&T mandarins all at
hand, is a godsend.
And the next time you’re tempted to
slag the bureaucrats you might reflect
on David Luxton, who pulled off the
deal of the year this fall by merging
Allen-Vanguard with MedEng. He
was once one of them. Leonard Lee,
founder of Lee Valley Tools and now on
to a new enterprise developing surgical
instruments, was a public servant for years.
Rod Bryden got to be a deputy minister
before leaving to start Systemhouse and
a career of serial entrepreneurship.

million ($0.44 cents a share), a steep
drop from the company’s earlier call of
between $2 million and $4 million.

Kosovo office

Ottawa-based FreeBalance opens
a new office in Pristina, Kosovo,
from which to better serve customers in Africa, Asia and Europe. The
support centre will allow the finance management software maker
to offer improved support and accessibility to government customers in such places as Afghanistan,
Mongolia, Sierra Leone, southern
Sudan and Timor-Leste, as well as
Kosovo. FreeBalance’s software offering helps governments modernize
through decentralization and financial accountability. Kosovo has standardized on FreeBalance software in
all 30 of its municipalities to manage
budgets and payroll for more than
70,000 civil servants.
More, see Nuggets, page 6

orbits

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY

Douglas Addo

joins Vocantas as director of healthcare
solutions and will address operational efficiency and the increasing demand for the company’s patient safety technology, CallAssure. Previously, Douglas worked
at Dell Canada and Rogers Communications in
Ottawa. A big fan of documentaries, he also enjoys
playing floor hockey, soccer, volleyball
and table tennis. He and his wife are actively involved in weekend programs for
preschoolers and preteens. He hold a BS
in economics from uOttawa.

Gilles Delisle

receives the Career Service Award from
Canada’s Telecommunications Hall
of Fame for his role in
“advancing telecommunications engineering, education and research throughout Quebec and eastern Ontario.” Currently VP of
research at the International Institute of Telecommunications in Montreal and formerly director
and professor at the School of Information Technology and Engineering at uOttawa, Gilles has devoted more than three
decades to sharing his expertise with
students in Canada and the developing
world. A board member for numerous
engineering councils and associations,
he was awarded the prestigious Meritorious Service Award for Professional Service by the Canadian Council of Professional Engineers in 2004.

Dr. Brian Devin

joins xwave’s new medical advisory
board, which comprises eight doctors
volunteering their time
to advise the company’s health care division. A family physician at the Osgoode
Village Health Centre, Brian also works
in the ER, administers to inpatients and provides surgical assistance at Winchester District
Memorial Hospital. He has served as
a medical officer at the National Defence Medical Centre and as a battalion medical officer for the first battalion, Royal Canadian Regiment in
Petawawa. He has been chief of staff at
Winchester since November 2006 and
was previously chief of ER and president of medical staff. Brian holds an
MD from the U of T, a BS in biochemistry from McMaster. He completed his
family medicine residency at Queen’s
University. Brian’s free time is spent
with his wife and their young boy, and
working on his rural property. He and
his wife volunteer with the Canadian
Guide Dogs in Manotick as dog walkers. Their work with CGD finds them
currently raising a German shepherd
puppy, and has had them providing a
home for several Labrador retriever
pups over the past few years.

Tom Duxbury

joins PIKA Technologies Inc. as VP of
technology and operations. Tom has a
25-year history of conceiving, building and
launching new telephony and data networking
products at companies
such as Mitel, Newbridge/Alcatel, DragonWave and Gridpoint Systems, which he co-founded
in 2005. He was also an original member of the DragonWave team, which
recently held its IPO. Tom was instrumental in creating and introducing the
company’s AirPair product line, which
forms DragonWave’s core revenue base
today. He recently earned a Certified
Management Accountant (CMA) designation and holds degrees in electrical engineering from the University of
Waterloo, and an executive MBA from
Queen’s. Tom lives with his wife, veterinarian and CBC radio personality
Lynn Morgan, and their two girls on
Constance Lake in Dunrobin. He is a licenced commercial pilot and an expedition canoeist who has paddled beyond
the Artic circle on many occasions.

Karin Hinzer

is named a Canada Research Chair in
photonic nanostructures and integrated
devices. A professor at
uOttawa’s School of
Information Tech-nology and Engineering
and a member of the
Centre for Research
in Photonics, Karin is
working with CMC
Microsystems on a solar cell that provides enough renewable
energy to power various sensor, communications and computing functions.
Integrated into a microchip one-millimeter square, the technology would offer a more compact and environmentally
friendly alternative to batteries. Born in
Montreal, Karin moved to Ottawa at age
15. She earned graduate and post-grad
degree at uOttawa, where she received a
PhD in physics in 2002. She worked for
Nortel and Bookham before recently returning to academia to teach and further
her research.

Lynn Norris

is hired by Dipix Technologies Inc.
as regional sales manager, heading
sales efforts in the US
Southwest out of the
company’s new office in Dallas. With
more than 15 years of
technology sales experiences, Lynn joins
Dipix from Parametric Technology Corp.
where he held a senior sales position
selling directly to a select group of Fortune 500 companies. Prior to Parametric, Lynn held sales and technical positions at leading organizations such as
Lockheed Martin and General Dynamics. He holds a BS in mechanical engineering from the University of
Texas at Arlington.

Bryan O’Connor

joins N-able Technologies as VP, marketing, responsible for global product
marketing,
channel
marketing, and marketing communications.
Before arriving at Nable, Bryan ran a successful marketing consultancy. Prior to consulting, he led the marketing efforts at Centrepoint Technologies, spearheading the launch of VoIP
communications products and major
channel initiatives. He held senior roles
at Newbridge before it became Alcatel
and, early in his 20-year career, held a
number of positions in marketing and

international business development at
Mitel. Bryan holds a BAdmin and a diploma in communications from uOttawa, and earned an MBA online through
Lansbridge University in 2005. A marathoner, he has undertaken the challenge of “running capital cities around
the world.” He has run the Ottawa marathon, and races in Berlin, Paris, Prague
and Stockholm, among others. Bryan is
currently training for a full marathon in
Dublin on Oct. 29.

Theo Odartei

joins KPMG’s risk and resilience practice as a senior consultant and will focusing on IT risk control.
Theo has more than
ten years work experience as an IT manager
and auditor. He is a certified information systems auditor and information systems security
professional. He earned a BS in accounting from the University of Ghana.

Harry Page

is appointed president of Semiconductor
Insights, reporting to Paul Miller, president of NY-based CMP
Electronics Group,
which acquired SI in
July. Having previously worked for Symagery Microsystems, an
SI sister company, Harry comes to his new job
with a sound understanding of SI’s clients and the market for technical analysis of integrated circuits and electronic

Do Your Salaries
Measure up?
See who already knows.

systems. He is an accomplished senior
executive with more than 25 years in
the telecommunications and microelectronics industries, working at both startups and established organizations. Prior to SI, he was VP of network services at Meriton Networks Inc. He held
positions of increasing responsibility
at Symagery Microsystems (now part
of Psion Teklogix), Newbridge Networks, Mitel, and Bell Northern Research. Harry was educated at the Algonquin College School of Business
and the University of Manitoba. He is
replacing CTO Edward Keyes and Sam
Sgabellone, who shared the interim office of company president and CEO upon the death of company founder Doug
Smeaton last February. Harry remembers Doug fondly: “[We] had a close
personal and professional relationship
that extended over three decades. Doug
was a mentor to me and I am honoured
to have the opportunity to lead SI and to
build upon his legacy.”

Larry Sampson
is named VP of
knowledge management at Ottawa-based
Acron
Capability Engineering, and
will work out of the
company’s new facility in Fredericton, NB.

More, see Orbits, page 10

Dr. Andy Lippman

joins Nortel’s research and development
group as a visiting fellow. Taking a yearlong leave of absence
from his position as codirector of the communications futures program at MIT, Andy
will work with Nortel’s
CTO John Roese and
his team developing future wireless networking technologies.
A renowned expert in viral communications and a holder of numerous patents,
Andy has been at the forefront of personal communications and computing for
over three decades. A consultant to Nortel for years, he was one of MIT’s team
leaders involved in developing Nortel’s
wireless mesh solution.
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Suite choice

Cognos’s business intelligence software
is chosen by Montreal-based Dorel,
a major manufacturer and distributor
of children’s products marketed under
such familiar brands as Eddie Bauer
and Schwinn. It will use Cognos 8 Business Intelligence, Cognos Planning and
Cognos Controller to manage finances,
business performance, sales and operations. The company has also licenced
Cognos 8 Go! Mobile, which allows
executives to manage business affairs
using wireless handheld devices. In
another deal recently, Cognos outfitted
Calif.-based equestrian apparel manufacturer Ariat International Inc. with
solutions to manage resources and analyze product sales, among other uses.
“Having worked with Cognos solutions in the past, and as chairperson of
the Northern California Cognos User
Group for the past two years, I can attest firsthand that Cognos is the only
truly integrated enterprise performance
management solution in the market
with the functionality to deliver Ariat’s
needs,” says Pamela Vaughan, VP of
IT at Ariat. Ottawa-based Cognos serves
more than 23,000 customers in more
than 135 countries. In other news, Cognos recently sewed up its $339-million
buy of Applix Inc., acquiring all of the
Massachusetts company’s outstanding
shares at $17.87 a piece. Announced in
September, the deal gives Cognos access
to Applix’s customer base in Asia. “The
Cognos-Applix combination is a great
fit strategically and culturally. Our position as the world’s leading independent
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provider of performance management
solutions is now stronger than ever,”
says Rob Ashe, CEO of Cognos. The
company is confident that by acquiring Applix’s profitability management
software it will position itself to take
advantage of the $2 billion financial
performance and strategy management
(FPSM) market. Packaged profitability
applications currently represent an estimated 20% of the FPSM market, which
Cognos can expand upon with its business intelligence solutions. Applix has
more than 3,000 customers worldwide
and expects year-over-year growth of
US$61.2 million next year.

Chambers speech

Anyone who missed the recent OCRI/
ITAC breakfast speech by John Chambers, chairman and CEO of Cisco Systems Inc., can now catch it online at
OCRIRadio.com. Addressing a packed
house in the Theatre Hall of the National Arts Centre, Mr. Chambers described how social networking technology, like that used by Facebook and
YouTube, is about to transform business, and shared his vision of increasing
global productivity through strategic IT
investment. OCRIRadio.com is hosted
by Jeffrey Dale, president and CEO,
OCRI, and Nathan Rudyk, president
of market2world communications
inc., the podcast’s producer. Past guests
include Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer,
Andrew Waitman, managing partner of Celtic House Venture Partners and SCAN columnist, and Rod
Bryden, CEO, Plasco Energy Group.
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FLIR-certified

ttawa-based GasTOPS has been
certified by FLIR Systems Inc. as
an official service centre for all airborne electro optics/infrared products
manufactured by FLIR. In granting
the certification, FLIR noted: “The
level of professionalism and commitment to quality observed from all
employees at GasTOPS are evident
in every aspect of the company.” The
certification marks the completion of
GasTOPS’ preparations as the Canadian repair station for FLIR, including
factory training, qualification of repair
technicians and upgrades to existing
repair processes and facilities to accommodate the FLIR product line.
FLIR Systems designs, manufactures
and markets thermal imaging and stabilized camera systems for a wide
variety of thermography and imaging
applications in such areas as R&D,
manufacturing, search and rescue,
drug interdiction and environmental monitoring. GasTOPS provides
products and services that improve
the productivity and safety of mission-critical equipment for worldwide
customers in defence, aviation, energy
and transportation, among others.

Joins AppExchange

Ottawa-based Wrapped Apps Corp.
is made an enablement partner on

application-sharing service salesforce.com’s AppExchange. AppExchange is the world’s first online
marketplace for on-demand applications and the leading platform for
enabling software-as-a-service applications, according to Alain L.
Mercier, CEO of Wrapped Apps.
Wrapped Apps provides independent
software vendors and service providers with a comprehensive platform
for faster on-demand deployment
of business applications. Its service
delivery platform can usually bring
applications onto the AppExchange
within 30 days, enabling companies
to take advantage of existing software investments and focus on their
core features and functionality.

Sales doubled

Wireless networking equipment company DragonWave Inc. almost doubles sales, up 91.4% to $9.9 million
in Q2. Net losses dropped by 17.9%
to $2.1 million ($.08 a share). Sales to
North American customers accounted
for $8.2 million of overall revenue,
while sales outside of North America
grew by almost 40%. The company
also bolstered its balance sheet with
cash and cash equivalents of $23.1
million, up from just $2.8 million in
the same period last year.

Cobalt-60 secured

Medical isotopes and radiopharmaceuticals provider MDS Nordion secures
an increased supply of cobalt-60, used
mainly in sterilization procedures at
hospitals, from Russia’s Rosenergoatom. Expanding on a deal signed
in 2005, the new contract calls for the
nuclear power utility to increase Ottawa-based MDS Nordion’s shipments
of the radioactive isotope by 30% over
the next 17 years. “As demand for
cobalt-60 increases each year, this contract is great news for the global medical community,” says MDS Nordion
president Steve West. “It demonstrates
MDS Nordion’s ongoing commitment
to provide customers a long-term supply to meet their growing sterilization
needs.”

$6 million round

Gatineau-based Axentra raises US$6
million in its Series A funding round.
Led by the VC firm T-Mobile, the
investment deal will see T-Mobile’s
parent, Deutsche Telekom, provide its
business units and affiliates with Axentra’s HipServ streaming technology.
The HipServ home server software solution allows end users to manage and
share digital content from home or on
the road. Axentra will use net proceeds
from the round to strengthen sales and
marketing and hiring. Axentra, which
has an office in San Jose., plans to hire
roughly 35 staff in the short term for
both its local and Calif. offices.
More, see Nuggets, page 8

Good business to be done on life’s frontier
By James Bowen

Chaim Birnboim, professor of
medicine at uOttawa, says that beiotechnology has been around cause biotech is made up of different
since people first began raising sectors, venture capitalists tend to
crops and livestock in the Fer- specialize in one area or another. This
tile Crescent region some 10,000 years means that support structures, such as
ago. Animal breeds were crossbred. financing and go-to-market expertise,
Plant varieties were cross-pollinated. often vary from one biotech sector to
It is an ancient science; only the word the next. As a result, biotech clusters
is new.
such as Ottawa’s
Or relatively so. A seamless interface is and
Montreal’s
Hungarian engineer developing between
could be, for the
Karl Ereky coined
most part, distinct.
the plant and health
“biotechnology” in
In 2006 Ottawa
1919 to describe
companies and inbiotech sectors,
a particular ferstitutions engaged
offering us new
mentation process.
in life sciences,
The meaning has potential for a quality of which biotech
since
broadened
is a major compoto cover a diverse of life as never before nent, received inset of technologies
vestment totaling
and technical processes used in areas $99 million, according to Michelle
such as drug research, bioprocess de- Scarborough, director of investvelopment, DNA analysis, gene dis- ment and commercialization for the
covery, agriculture and environmental Ottawa Centre for Research and
products.
Innovation (OCRI). She notes that
Biotech has only recently begun this ranked the capital last year in
to reveal its potential. Because life is third spot for life science investendlessly diverse, biotech companies ment among Canadian cities, ahead
have often had many potential product of Toronto by more than 20% and in
and research directions to go in. The a tight race with Montreal ($111 milNational Research Council (NRC) lion) and Vancouver ($109 million).
estimates that the biotech industry in Such support bodes well for the fuCanada includes 2,500 life science ture of local biotech. It speaks diorganizations and over 200,000 rectly to the disproportionate amount
jobs, the preponderance of which are of life sciences activity in the region,
in Ontario and Quebec. Quebec is although it is certain that the results
home to roughly 180 private biotech this year will not be as impressive
companies, most of them in Montreal. unless an unanticipated Christmas
Ontario boasts some 144 companies present should arrive. Another sign
doing $500 million in R&D, much of of the strength of the life science
which is coming out of U of T.
cluster is the growing profile of Bi-

B

oNorth, an international biotech and
life sciences conference held each
autumn in Ottawa.
Ian Curry, president and CEO
of DNA Genotek, believes we are
entering a new era of biotech research
that will take us to new frontiers in
terms of changing our own biology. He
agrees with the scientists who assert
that over the next decade or so, we will
see medicine and health treatments
tailored to our individual DNA. Drugs
will target specific patients, unlike the
generic medicine we use today. Dr.
Wilfred Keller, research director at
NRC’s Plant Biotechnology Institute,
sees a boundless future for biotech in
the field of medicine. “We are at a point
in time where a seamless interface is

developing between the plant (flora) Burton, president and CEO of
and health biotech sectors, offering us Ottawa’s Chemaphor, knows this
new potential for a quality of life as problem all too well. He and his staff
never before,” he says.
have been delving into the properties
The accumulating biotech knowledge of beta-carotene, found in many fruits
is as massive as it is diverse. Professor and vegetables but most commonly
Birnboim points out that there are over associated with the carrot. They have
30,000 academic journals publishing discovered a wide range of uses
biotech research results. This for the substance, from human and
abundance of information often results pet nutritional supplements to skin
in contradiction and confusion. “It’s creams and cancer pharmaceuticals.
no wonder,” says Professor Birnboim, Promising early research focused on a
“that we are unsure of what’s good or treatment for cancer and the company
bad to consume, or which treatment is initially looked to find funding in that
the right one, with all that’s reported direction. But it eventually scored
in the media.”
financing by developing non-antibiotic
Biotech discoveries in one niche feed additives for promoting growth in
can have rapid worldwide impact and animals.
staggering success. For instance, a new
Another troubling issue, according
treatment for diabetes, a disease that to Professor Birnboim, is inadequate
affects
millions,
government supwould quickly find
At $99 million, the port for transfera huge, global mardiscoveries
capital last year ranked ring
ket. But although
from lab to enbiotech discoveries
in third spot for life trepreneur. Even
can spread fast and
discoverscience investment though
far, their quick disies in government
semination is often among Canadian cities, and
university
delayed by regulalabs come at great
ahead of Toronto by cost, little thought
tions. This red tape
more than 20% and is given to how to
affects marketing
strategies and inthem comin a tight race with exploit
vestment needed
mercially through
Montreal ($111 million) transfer to private
by startups.
Another problem
enterprise. “What
and Vancouver
for startups occurs
the biotech in($109 million).
when
narrowly
dustry needs,” he
focused research
says, “are people
has numerous applications. This can [in government] who understand
make it difficult to predict where both science and its commercial
a discovery’s most beneficial and potential.”
More, see Good business, page 8
profitable potential lies. Graham
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Honoured by OCC

Ottawa-based OZ Optics is given an
award by the Ontario Chamber of
Commerce (OCC) for its success in
entering new foreign markets. The
fibre optics product maker made off
with the silver prize in the market
expansion category of the OCC’s 2007
Ontario Global Traders Awards, which
were recently held in Toronto. “Ontario has been our home since 1987
and we have found the province, and
Ottawa in particular, to be an excellent place from which to launch and
grow a high-tech manufacturing business,” says Omur Sezerman, CEO
of OZ Optics. The company designs
and manufactures handheld test and
measurement equipment for the fiber
optic market.

CEO Ron Clifton. IDC’s SuperFlex
line of products enables the delivery of
broadband IPTV content to television
sets using a satellite-based Internet
connection. In other company news,
IDC and Montreal’s SENSIO Technologies Inc. are teaming up to help New
Jersey-based entertainment technology
company Access Integrated Technologies Inc. develop hardware that
will allow 2D and 3D live content to
be shown on movie screens. AccessIT
will deploy IDC’s SuperFlex satellite
technology to help deliver high-quality
digital entertainment content over the
Internet via satellite. Using SENSIO’s
technology, the content will then be
played in theatres. Called CineLive, the
technology is the first offering generated through IDC’s recently formed
partnership with SENSIO.

New product
Software for startup

Mxi Technologies’ maintenance
management software is selected by
Turkish aircraft repair startup MRO
Teknik Servis Sanayi Ticaret A.S.
(myTechnic) to automate maintenance
operations. MyTechnic provides shop
services for Istanbul’s Sabiha Gokcen
Airport. The Ottawa-based company’s
Maintenix product will help myTechnic
maximize productivity by managing
engineering, maintenance, materials
and finance. The software has been adopted by leading aviation organizations
such as Air France KLM Engineering & Maintenance, Qantas, China
Airlines, and Rolls-Royce.

Three new orders

International Datacasting Corporation receives US$1.7-million worth of
orders for Internet Protocol TV (IPTV)
products and related services from
three separate customers. IDC is withholding the names of the customers
for competitive reasons. “IPTV is an
emerging market, global in scope, and
it represents a significant growth opportunity for IDC with our broadband
satellite IP multicasting technology and
experience.” says IDC president and
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Media-processing hardware and software company PIKA Technologies Inc.
enhances its product portfolio with the
addition of the Formula T1/E1 Gateway. The open, IT-centric network-connectivity solution allows developers
and end users of voice applications to
connect their SIP-based applications
to T1 or E1 trunks, and TDM-based
applications to SIP trunks. “As an entirely IT-centric solution running on a
standard, off-the-shelf server, it easily
integrates into any IT network,” says
Terry Atwood, PIKA’s VP of sales,
marketing and customer care. With a
user-friendly interface accessed through
a web browser, customers are easily
able to develop new, next-generation
applications from scratch, or port their
existing applications to a cost-effective
host-based media-processing platform
where network connectivity is achieved
outside the main server.” PIKA’s products allow developers to build advanced
voice and fax applications like IP PBX,
fax broadcast and self-service IVR.

B.C. buy

Ottawa-based Seprotech Systems
Inc. buys P.J. Hannah Equipment
Sales Corp., a wastewater treatment
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company with complementary technology. The terms of the deal will see
Seprotech paying up to $1.15 million
in cash and stock for the Surrey, B.C.
company, if certain sale targets are met
over the next three years. Operating in
Surrey as a division of Seprotech, P.J.
Hannah will retain all of its staff, and
founder Peter Hannah will stay on as
a consultant to the merged company.
The acquisition is expected to be finalized by the end of November, subject
to regulatory approval.

Distributor found

Security solutions provider Cloakware Inc. signs its first European
distributor, Germany-based Digital
Hands GmbH, to bolster sales in
the European market. Digital Hands
will distribute Cloakware’s server
password manager in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, and recruit additional European resellers. Cloakware’s tamper-resistant solution is
the industry’s first to eliminate risks
from passwords hard-coded into applications that reside on unattended
servers. Virginia-based Cloakware
maintains offices on Kanata’s Hines
Road.

capacity for small- and medium-sized
networks found in such areas as business parks and suburbs.

Phone buyer

Halogen Software’s web-based employee performance and management
solutions have been licenced by digital
phone services company Vonage. Headquartered in New Jersey, Vonage will
standardize on Halogen’s eAppraisal
software with Multi-Rater talent management option, replacing its current
paper-based process across international
operations in the US, Canada and the
UK. The system will provide improved,
faster assessment of Vonage’s employees, including call centre workers and
managers. Vonage has 2.45 million subscriber lines worldwide.

New name and lab

Ottawa-based BTI Photonic Systems
is changing its name to BTI Systems,
which the company says better reflects its integrated technology. The
networking equipment maker says it
also intends to open a design centre
in Marlborough, Mass. The new lab
will focus on developing BTI’s nextgeneration of products. The company’s
Netstender is used to increase wireless

Licencing deal

Ottawa-based Practice Solutions Software’s (PSS) Application Service Provider is chosen by OntarioMD to manage
electronic medical records. Beating out
11 other vendors, the software company
won a licence that will have the latest
version of its web-based Practice Solutions Suite deployed by the doctors’
resource over the next 15 years. “We see
the selection of the PSS Suite ASP by
OntarioMD as a tremendous step that enhances patient care – not only in Ontario,
but across Canada,” says PSS president
Rob Thorpe. Practice’s software, which
manages patient information, is currently
being used by more than 1,000 practices
to manage more than 1.5 million electronic patient records in Canada.
More, see Nuggets, page 9

Good business to be done on life’s frontier ...from page 7
Addressing the issue of financ- done in Montreal and VC activity in
ing a startup, Mark Adam, CEO the U.S. to employees who reside in
and
founder
of
other countries and
AgaPharm, says that
outsourced manufacalthough it typically
turing. Biotech takes
takes a lot of money
more time to develop
to put a biotech coma product and get to
pany together, a 10
market. A pharmaceutimes return on investtical product might
ment is not an unreatake years and large
sonable expectation.
sums to get regulaBut it isn’t easy going.
tory approval, which
Mr. Adam, a scientist
might still be denied.
by training, laments
Biotech companies
spending so much
need investors with
time raising money
deep pockets and paat the expense of time
tience. ROI in three
on product developto five years isn’t typment and marketing.
ical of biotech.
The global aspect of Chaim Birnboim
Peter Brenders,
the business means
president and CEO
he must know not only the needs of of BIOTECanada, points to inherent
the global marketplace, he must stay reasons why Canada should develop a
on top of everything from research strong biotech industry. Perhaps most

important is that biotech draws upon
natural resources for material to develop and manufacture products and
Canada’s unrivaled natural resource
interests would benefit from a strong
domestic biotech industry. Because
resources are here, manufacturing of
biotech products might logically be
located here too. And biotech products serve as an entry into many other
industries, including automobile, textiles, forestry and food. But Mr. Brenders cautions that as foreign countries
develop their respective biotech industries, “it will become increasingly
hard for Canadian biotech companies
to compete for financing,” noting that
Brazil already has a $50 billion biotech strategy in place.
James Bowen, PhD, PMP,
CMC is an Ottawa technology entrepreneur and adjunct professor at uOttawa’s Telfer School of
Management.

Giving voice to a blog improves connection

nuggets
Ads for Wal-Mart

Satellite services company RAMTelecom Inc. joins forces with Toronto-based
advertising services firm ShopCast to
provide closed-circuit television advertising for 60 Wal-Mart stores across
Canada. The arrangement will see
RAMTelecom receive $468,000 over
five years to support ShopCast’s EK3
Narrowcasting network, which will carry
in-store promotions and targeted advertisements on LCD screens in the retail
giant’s stores. “We are very excited about
our participation with ShopCast and EK3
in the delivery of what will become the
largest narrowcasting retail network
in Canada,” says RAMTelecom CEO
Ralph Misener. “The digital signage
market is a multibillion-dollar industry
worldwide where file delivery over satellite is not a new concept. RAMTelecom
has proven satellite’s superb reliability
and cost-effectiveness to open up this
market in Canada.” ShopCast formally
chose RAMTelecom’s satellite services
after a 10-month trial at selected WalMart stores in Ontario.

$475,000 order

Mobile communications equipment
maker C-COM Satellite Systems
Inc. reports that one of its European
resellers has delivered and installed the
company’s iNetVu mobile antenna systems for the military of an unspecified
NATO country. The contract earned
the Ottawa-based company $475,000
in revenue. “We are very pleased to
have iNetVu mobile antenna systems
installed for the first time with a NATO
country’s armed forces for their communications requirements,” says CCOM chief executive Leslie Klein.
“This order could become the catalyst to
receiving additional iNetVu orders from
the same customer as well as from other
NATO countries for similar applications.” In Europe, C-COM has reseller
partners in Spain, the UK, France and
Germany. The company saw profits
more than double in Q3, making this
third quarter the company’s most profitable ever. Strong sales drove net earnings to $570,232 (1.8 cents a share), up
from $206,991 (0.7 cents per share) a
year earlier. Revenue grew by 36.1% to
$2.6 million. C-COM has now recorded
a profit in its last 14 quarters.

company a key entry into the desirable
Asian manufacturing hub. “OGS has
a strong market position and we think
they will take our products even further
into that market,” says CEO Marc
Bisson. “It’s an exciting development
for ShapeGrabber.” The company’s
technology is used to measure complex
shapes such as injection molded plastics and castings. It has installed 3D
inspection systems worldwide for customers including Toyota, Northrop,
HP and Toshiba.

New advisory board

xwave establishes a medical advisory
board to provide input and develop
strategies that will help evolve the
company’s products and solutions for
the healthcare market. The board of
eight volunteers will provide counsel
for 12 months on a range of solutions
that include a clinical management system developed in partnership with GE
Healthcare. Adopted in Ontario, the
system offers electronic medical record
and practice management software in
a fully-managed application service
provider format. “These physicians
will bring to xwave significant medical expertise and hands-on experience,
both of which are essential to keeping
our healthcare solutions current and
relevant,” says Dr. Guy Bisson, chair
and medical director of xwave. A division of Bell Aliant, xwave has 1,500
staff in offices across North America,
including 350 in Stittsville.
More, see Nuggets, page 10

download the audio file to an iPod or podcast, including venture capital and
other MP3 player and listen clean energy and robotics. Guests on
to it while walking to the show have included local legend
work or even burn it Rod Bryden and Microsoft CEO Steve
to a CD and listen Ballmer. Their most recent podcast is
while driving.
a recording of a presentation given
ROBERT JANELLE
For the corporate by Cisco CEO John Chambers last
world looking to integrate month at the National Arts Centre.
new media into business, podcasting
Speaking of the NAC, the governmentallows a more personal connection run theatre produces its own series of
ttawa-based new media con- with customers. Mr. Blevis suggests podcasts in both English and French. Most
sultant Mark Blevis www. recording something useful to of the shows are hosted by workers at the
markblevis.com has always customers. For example, a software theatre and offer insights into classical
wanted to be on the radio. Though he company could record a podcast about music, theatre – and even a cooking show
pursued a career in technology, that path a new patch.
with Kurt Waldele,
allowed him to live out his dream thanks
He stresses that For the corporate world who is responsible
to audio-blogging or podcasting.
the important part
for catering services
looking to integrate at the NAC.
Rather than the standard text-based is creating content
blog, podcasters record thoughts and that will bring the
These all follow
new media into
messages to audio files and post them on customer to the
Mr. Blevis’ ideal
websites for download or streaming.
company’s website. business, podcasting view of podcasts,
Mr. Blevis has come to host a Other possibilities allows a more personal providing content
variety of podcasts, from covering he suggests would
that listeners will
connection with
technology to an online radio show be interviewing
want to listen to,
about children’s books that he records experts on topics,
while showcasing
customers.
with his wife.
especially if those
the business.
He says he finds a deeper connection experts happen to be employees of the
As for Mr. Blevis, he continues to
with the audience by using his voice company looking to promote itself.
spread the ideas of podcasting through
instead of text on a website.
Podcasting is already in use by some his consulting business, organizing the
“You can connect with someone local technology firms. Taking full non-profit Podcasters Across Borders
better through voice,” he says. Mr. advantage of the social media revolution, conference and bringing together a
Blevis also prefers just speaking The Ottawa Centre for Research tight-knit group in his hometown.
his mind into a recorder rather than and Innovation launched its own
“It’s an entity that requires a greater
rigidly-structured writing.
monthly podcast, OCRI Radio [www. support group,” he says, citing the need
“When you talk, people will forgive ocriradio.com] in 2005. Hosted by for more equipment, knowledge and
you when your thoughts are out of OCRI president and CEO Jeffrey Dale work than a regular blog requires to get
sequence,” he says.
and market2world Communications into podcasting. However, as new media
One major advantage to podcasting CEO Nathan Rudyk, OCRI Radio becomes more and more important for
over other forms of digital media is provides an audible current review of both companies and government, the
portability. Although many people Ottawa’s technology sector.
additional work appears a worthwhile
will listen to podcasts while sitting at
Mr. Rudyk and Mr. Dale have investment and something to keep an
their computer, it’s also possible to covered a variety of topics in their eye on.

Blogscanning

O

Reaching into Asia

ShapeGrabber, a maker of industrial
automated inspection systems, inks
a distribution deal that will take its
products to the South East Asian market. Singapore-based Optical Gaging
(S) Pte. Ltd. (OGS) has agreed to sell
the company’s 3D inspection in several countries in the region, alongside
multi-sensor metrology systems made
in Rochester, NY, by OGS’s parent
company, Optical Gaging Products
Inc. The agreement gives the Ottawa
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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To the rescue

BelAir Networks is called in by RedMoon Inc. to help create a wireless
broadband network in the town of Addison, Texas. The major US provider
of city-wide, Wi-Fi mesh networks
turned to BelAir after receiving customer complaints about unsatisfactory
broadband coverage and performance.
“We looked at a number of options
before deciding to replace our current network with BelAir’s gear and
the deciding factor was their proven,
industry-leading performance and reliability and the fact that they back those
up with both a warranty and a service
level agreement,” says Bryan Thompson, CEO of RedMoon. Utilizing 170
BelAir wireless mesh nodes, Addison’s
wireless communications network will
provide average public access speeds
of over 1 megabit per second across 10
square kilometres of the town, which
is just north of Dallas and home to
such corporate heavyweights as Pizza
Hut, Mary Kay Cosmetics and CompUSA.

Project done

Custom energy reclamation systems
maker Thermal Energy International Inc. completes its first waste
heat recovery project in the US, a
$1.4-million contract with a Fortune

500 company announced in December 2006. The company says its FLUACE waste heat recovery system has
successfully demonstrated fuel cost
savings of roughly $600,000 a year
at one of the client’s food and beverage plants. The FLU-ACE system
reduces power consumption by using radiant heat from boilers to run
other production processes. Thermal
Energy is currently conducting a feasibility study at another one of the
client’s manufacturing operations.
Other orders worth $125,000, from
the food and beverage, pharmaceutical, and pulp and paper sectors, have
been booked for the GEM steam trap
system. Thermal has taken three new
orders for the GEM condensate return
system, plus an engineering contract
from a customer integrating the system with FLU-ACE. Manufactured
by the company’s U.K.-based partner Gardner Energy Management,
GEM can save up to 50% of the cost
of steam production over traditional
steam traps by reducing leakage and
maintenance. The company hit a financial milestone in Q1, ringing up
first-quarter revenue of more than $1million for the first time. The company also hammered at net losses
during the period. While revenue
shot up to $1.05 million from just
$102,659 a year earlier, net losses
were
lowered by 18.4% to $417,895
Agency: McGill Buckley Inc.
($0.5
cents
per share)
from $512,011
Contact:
Nadine
Buckley 613-728-4199
ext: 21
($0.7
per share).
Date: cents
3/30/07
Client: National Capital Scan

Ref:
001347-MB_Campaign
Software
for U

DataJungle Software’s Matrix software is chosen by Concordia University to analyze enrolment patterns

and monitor funding and its use. The
dashboarding solution, which is used
to supplement and customize third
party business software, will be used
by Concordia staff in conjunction
with a Microsoft SQL server business intelligence infrastructure. The
deal is the Ottawa-based company’s
first since it adopted a new business strategy, moving from its traditional licensing model to a new
“on-demand,” web-hosted strategy.
DataJungle is also in the process of
rebranding, changing its product and
corporate name and launching a new
website.

Larry brings over 30 years of consulting, operations and project management experience to Acron. His career has seen him heading large IT
and knowledge management projects
for DND, as well as Fortune 1000
firms in the finance, telecom, aerospace and retail sectors. He has developed nationally recognized training programs, and advised government on restructuring of computer science programs. Larry holds a
BComm from Saint Mary’s University, and is a graduate of management
and IT programs at Babson College
and Western. He is a former national
president of the Canadian Information Processing Society.

Third Brigade

adds Rob Ashe and Alberto Yepez
to its board of directors. Rob is presMobile Knowledge Corp.’s taxi ident and chief exdispatch system is chosen by Santa ecutive of Cognos
Monica, Calif.-based 24-7 Yellow Cab Inc., where he forfor 65 of its vehicles. “Mobile Knowl- merly held senior poedge has a strong presence in South- sitions in finance, opern California, and we are extremely erations, R&D, and
gratified that our established clients worldwide services.
Ashe
continue to endorse the technology and Alberto is currently
services we provide to other industry VP of identity manstakeholders,” says MK COO Kevin agement and securiFrench. “We are confident that 24-7 ty strategy at Oracle.
Yellow Cab will realize its ambitious A serial entrepreneur,
goals with the system elements they he co-founded enhave selected.” MK’s system includes Commerce and held
call centre software, Internet booking top positions at EnYepez
Proof: R2
software and navigational software. Its trust and Apple. He
Insertion: April
Pub: NCSacn
ColSchool of Manattended the Color:
Kellogg
dispatch and mobile communications
Size: 10.25” x 5.6”
solutions have been adopted by taxi agement and holds a BS in computfleets in cities across North America, er science, computer engineering, and
electronic physics from the University
including New York City.
More, see Nuggets, page 11 of San Francisco.

Equipping Calif. taxis

Kevin Thornton

returns to Corel Corp. as SVP, sales and
marketing for the Americas. In this capacity, he is responsible for
sales, marketing, customer service and support in the Americas region. He is also charged
with leading the expansion of Corel’s channel,
OEM and online partnerships. With more than fifteen years of
experience in the software industry, Kevin was previously SVP of sales in Sage
Software’s small business division. Before that he held management positions
with Coca-Cola and, during his first
stint at Corel, was the consumer software
maker’s VP of sales, Americas. He holds
an honors degree from uOttawa.

Randy Whitcroft

joins Peak Sales Recruiting Inc. as manager of the newly formed sales VP practice, which focuses exclusively on executivelevel sales positions for
technology companies
across North America.
Randy was most recently VP of sales at Trigence Corp. Before
that he was the president of Service Vantage and held top sales positions at Rational Software, Nortel and Corel Corp.
Author of the blog “Architecture for
Sales” (architectureforsales.com), Randy
is a member of the Canadian Professional Sales Association and the executive
council of the Kanata Knights football
club, for whom he handles promotion and
fundraising. A father of two, he balances
business with an active family life.

Our clients are not, to be accurate, at a total loss for words but,
more specifically, at a loss for words that will make a difference
to their marketing efforts. Persuasive words. Compelling
words. Motivating words. Words that let their customers and,
prospective customers, know who they are, what they do and,
most importantly, why doing business with them works so well.
McGill Buckley is an integrated marketing agency that works
with clients in Ottawa and across Canada. We use words,
images, ideas, strategic thinking and hands-on experience to

Clients Call Us When They Are At A Loss For Words.

create marketing programs that stand out and deliver results.
If you’d like to have a word with us about the difference
we can make to your marketing, please call our President &
Creative Director, Stephen McGill at 613-728-4199, ext. 22.

www.mcgillbuckley.com
10 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Where is the scale?
(I dislike the word luck) plays some
role in aligning the timing
of large scale market
opportunity with
resource capability
ANDREW WAITMAN and team tenacity.
Think Sandvine and
RIM in Canada (both based
in Waterloo).
In order to have consistent success
o, I am not suggesting we in a region to demonstrate to investors
measure obesity in Ottawa’s that success is more than a one-off
technology sector. The scale fluke (which it often is), a number of
I mean is the size-of-success scale, ecosystem economic conditions are remeasured for startups in two ways, quired. First, the region must be of sufby revenue and market capitalization. ficient economic size to support a pool
They are of course related.
of technical and managerial talent. The
Last column I put forward the pool has to be deep and wide, sufficient
thought that Ottawa could reinvigo- to float enough ambitious startups, all
rate venture investment interest if we pursuing scale opportunities, that the
improved the risk/return perceptions of odds of a few achieving the uber goal
investors by demonstrating consistent become positive. Few cities in Canada
and substantial (scale) success. I use have the required size, resources, gene
$100 million in revenue as a bench- pool and experience base to build venmark for venture scale success. Ten ture scale companies.
startups of this scale in ten years would
Expertise, insight and other advanbe a good indicator of consistency of tages (fair and unfair) are often dereturns from any
rived from regional
region.
Few cities in Canada conditions, such as
Before evaluatproximhave the required size, customer
ing the challenge
ity, vertical market
of meeting these
resources, gene pool clustering or untargets, consider
talent. Furand experience base usual
this question. What
thermore, a critical
to build venture
high tech company
mass of experi(including life scienced executives
scale companies.
ences) founded in
who have grown
the greater Ottawa
startups to the venarea (including Gatineau) during the ture scale is a necessary condition. The
past decade has reached $100 million Peter principle is germane here. If the
or more in revenue. Exclude companies region has few executives experienced
such as Cognos, Newbridge and Corel, or capable at running a $50 million or
which are vintage 1980s. The answer, $100 million startups, then the odds of
as far as I’m aware, is none. Do this success diminish sharply.
exercise for any major city in Canada.
Finally, diversity is crucial. In high
It’s a short list. Why?
technology and life sciences, marI will separate the two issues: scale ket opportunities that support rapid
and consistency. To reach $100 million scale growth change constantly. Think
in revenue, a startup requires sufficient semiconductors, optics, enterprise
time to build scale. It is rare for a com- software, Web 1.0 and now Web 2.0.
pany to reach that revenue milestone in Ottawa did particularly well during
less than five years, more likely closer the telecom surge, but suffered disto the ten year time frame.
proportionably as a result of its lack
Second, the startup must be posi- of diversity when the telecom martioned in a market that is substantial ket imploded. Ottawa’s diversity has
enough in size and growth to support improved markedly during the past
multiple significant competitors. Far ten years.
too many Ottawa startups are pursuing
One last point on scale and conniche markets. My message to many sistency. Bull markets are usually
is that though their business seems those that provide relatively easy
interesting, its scale opportunity lacks cash to the technology or life sciventure requirements.
ences sector. They occur in cycles.
Third, startups must have sufficient- We are in one now and valuations
ly ambitious executives who pursue the for technology companies are high.
growth goal in the face of competitive Money is flowing into the sector and
intensity, acquisition interest and ex- both consumer and corporate buyers
ecution challenges. Few Ottawa execu- are spending. Startup that hung on
tive teams have demonstrated this te- and survived the difficulties of the
nacity, often choosing to sell early. The past five years are poised to enjoy
billionaires of the technology world are a surge of growth in business today.
those who said no to selling out and Persistence matters.
particularly to early offers.
Next column I will explore some
Fourth and possibly most important, of the things that Ottawa could do to
the startup must have sufficient re- improve its odds of achieving the scale
sources (cash, management expertise) and consistency that can lead to more
at the critical market growth phase to venture investment.
pursue the opportunity as robustly and
Andrew Waitman is managing partintelligently as any startup in the Unit- ner of Celtic House Venture Partners,
ed States. There is no point going to a specializing in early stage investments
gun fight with a knife. Finally, fortune in high technology companies.

nuggets

Money Talks
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In the black

Situational awareness software firm
OSI Geospatial Inc. returns to
profitability after raising revenue by
70.1% in Q3. With recent major contract wins in hand, the Ottawa-based
company realizes net earnings of
$279,000, compared to a net loss of
$709,000 for the same period a year
ago (all figures in US$). Revenue
increased to $7.3 million from $4.3
million. Last month, OSI netted a
contract to provide the Australian
Navy with its Electronic Chart Precise Integrated System submarine
navigation software. The $2-million
deal calls for the company to supply six navigation systems and a
software upgrade for the Australian
Navy’s Collins-class submarines.
OSI, which relocated headquarters
from B.C to the capital earlier this
year, has secured roughly $44-million worth of contracts to date in
fiscal 2007, including deals with the
U.S. Army, the U.S. Coast Guard,
and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. Its latest deal, coming by way of the company’s U.S.
systems operations division, raises
OSI’s contract with the U.S. Army
by $1.2 million to nearly $3 million.
The new agreement will have the
company enhancing its commandand-control technology to meet the
American military’s operational requirements.
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University of Ottawa

Engineering Materials
for the Next Generation
of Aircraft Jet Engines
Bertrand Jodoin is leading a world class research group in the
University of Ottawa Cold Spray Laboratory, working at the
nanoscale level in order to develop new high performance
coatings to enhance gas turbine performances. For decades,
materials with microscale structures have been the basis for
our current technologies. However Jodoin points out that,
“environmental and economical pressures on the aircraft
industry dictate that new standards of performance must
be achieved by the next generation of jet engines and aircraft
and it is foreseen that such quantum leaps can be achieved
with nanomaterials.”
Nanocrystalline materials are a thousand times smaller than
conventional (microscale) materials. They are a distinctive
state of matter and as a result have novel physical, chemical,
and mechanical properties that hold promise for enhanced
engineering uses.

Bertrand Jodoin,
Faculty of Engineering Researcher

Working in the Department of Mechanical Engineering,
the research team led by Jodoin has taken nanomaterials
away from the theoretical and academic worlds and
demonstrated the possibility and advantages of using
these advanced materials as protective coatings on jet
engine and aircraft parts. Succeeding in producing such
coatings is a critical step in bringing the promise of
nanomaterials one step closer to their commercial use
and developing the next generation of jet engines.

www.engineering.uOttawa.ca
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